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zCapital Swiss ESG Fund

MTD 3.6%

YTD 10.6%

Since launch 10.6%

New highs again
Investors went on a rollercoaster ride in May. Comments by US
Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen initially sparked a fall in prices.
Having said that interest rates might need to rise a little to pre-
vent the US economy from overheating, she retracted her com-
ments that same day and made clear that she was not recom-
mending a rate hike. On this news the markets promptly recov-
ered again. The release of the US inflation rate was the cause of
another setback for markets. Annual inflation came in signifi-
cantly above expectations to reach its highest level since 2008.
Key drivers included the base effect, increased demand due to
the reopening of the economy, and supply bottlenecks for some
goods. For example, prices for used cars in the US are up more
than 50% year-on-year. The shock was nevertheless swiftly ab-
sorbed. Investors seem to be concurring with the US Fed, which
views the jump in inflation as a temporary phenomenon. The
Swiss market posted a new all-time high on the back of the sub-
sequent recovery. Sonova impressed with annual results signif-
icantly above expectations as well as a strong outlook. The hear-
ing aid manufacturer supports the achievement of the Paris cli-
mate targets. Thanks to energy savings and renewable energy,
Sonova intends to make sure its own plants are carbon-neutral
as early as the end of this year. Sales of testing company SGS
grew markedly in the first four months. In addition, the 2023
targets announced at the investor days were given a positive re-
ception by investors. Next to ambitious growth and earnings
forecasts, the targets included impressive sustainability goals.
SGS aims to reduce its carbon emissions by 35% by the end of
2023. The fund gained 3.6% in May.

Siegfried exits the portfolio
May saw us increase our positions in Schindler, Ascom, Sika
and Bossard. We took profits in Sonova and sold all our shares
in Siegfried.

Gradual return to normality
Led by the US, the vaccination campaign is making great strides
across the Western world. This means there are no longer any
obstacles in the way of a gradual return to normality. The main
beneficiaries are the pandemic’s big losers, such as tourism.
Manufacturing companies have been experiencing a strong in-
flow of new orders for some time, but in some cases face major
problems with procurement because supply chains are still not
functioning seamlessly. This is culminating in bottlenecks and
rising prices. Despite inflationary pressures, the Fed is keeping
the monetary floodgates wide open with the well-known effects
on asset prices. In June, a month with little corporate news, eq-
uity  markets  are  likely  to  swing back and forth as  they  are
caught between growth hopes and inflation worries. We contin-
ue to expect a consolidation.
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ESG Key Figures (as of 31/05/2021)

MSCI ESG Rating

RepRisk Rating

zRating (Fund / SPI)

Estimated global warming Fund

87% / 66%Companies which contribute positively
to the UN SDGs (Fund / SPI)
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Baarerstrasse 82
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T + 41 41 729 80 80

www.zcapital.ch

CHF 1,106.16 per Share A

CHF 20 m

93.7%
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Portfolio Structure (as of 31/05/2021)

This document is promotion material. This document of zCapital Ltd does not constitute an offer or recommendation for the purchase or sale of investment funds. The
information herein is subject to change at any time. No liability is accepted for any incorrect information. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future
performance. The performance figures do not include commissions and costs, which arise at subscription and redemption of units. According to Swiss law, "zCapital Swiss
ESG Fund” falls into the category of “Securities Fund”. Investors are advised of the risks described in the fund prospectus. Investors have to be prepared to accept and be
in a financial position to bear (possibly substantial) losses. The legal fund documents are available free of charge from zCapital Ltd, Baarerstrasse 82, 6300 Zug,
Switzerland or on the website www.zcapital.ch. With respect to any sales restrictions, investors should seek independent advice on the applicable legal, financial or tax
principles in the country concerned. This document is not intended for natural persons or legal entities for whom the use would breach the legal system of their state on
account of their nationality or the domicile of the respective person or for other reasons. This applies in particular to persons with residence or domicile in the USA, Great
Britain and Japan.

Investment Strategy
The zCapital Swiss ESG Fund invests in Swiss equities which
qualify as sustainable companies and have an attractive risk
and return profile. The fund's assets are invested in a concen-
trated portfolio of 25 to 35 stocks from the SPI (Swiss Per-
formance Index) universe. zCapital invests with a long-term ho-
rizon and pursues an active selection process. In addition to
ESG integration, companies which violate social and environ-
mental criteria are excluded. The sustainability of companies
is also promoted through engagement and voting.

Impact of zCapital
zCapital plants each year 100 trees for every million Swiss
francs of assets under management in the zCapital Swiss ESG
Fund. In cooperation with myclimate, it is ensured that the
trees are cared for in the long term. The project combines
nature and climate protection with the creation of new sources
of  income for  small  farmers.
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Total Assets

Investment Exposure

Number of Companies

Fund-Name

zCapital AG, Zug

Bloomberg / Reuters

zCapital Swiss ESG Fund (Class A)

ZCAPESG SW Equity / 59273267.S

59273267 / CH0592732678

Asset Manager

Price Publications

Swiss Security Number / ISIN

www.zcapital.ch, www.swissfunddata.ch, www.fundinfo.com

No minimum investment required / CHFMinimum Investment / Reference Currency

Swiss Securities Fund / Authorized for public distribution in SwitzerlandFund Type / Distribution

none

Management Fee
(incl. Fund Management and Custodian Fees)

Issue Fee / Redemption Fee

1.25%

LLB Swiss Investment AG, Zurich / Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., Zurich

On each bank working day at Net Asset Value (NAV). Subscription and redemption
orders received by the custodian bank by 3.45 p.m. CET at the latest on a given bank
business day (order day, T) will be settled on the next bank business day (valuation
date) on the basis of the net asset value calculated on that date. The net asset value
used to settle the order is therefore not known when the order is placed (forward pri-
cing). The net asset value is calculated on the valuation date on the basis of the closing
prices on the order day.

Fund Management Company / Custodian Bank

Subscriptions and Redemptions

PricewaterhouseCoopers AG, ZurichAuditor

May YearDecOctMarJan Feb Apr Jun Jul Aug Sep Nov

-0.9% 6.4% 1.2% 3.6%2021 10.6%*

* since Launch date (29 January 2021)

Monthly Performance (as of 31/05/2021)

Sectors (as of 31/05/2021)


